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Aim 

The incubation centre of the Departments of English and Functional English envisions a 

creatively and conceptually empowered generation equipped to conceive of novel, socially and 

economically relevant ideas and implement them in lives, their own and that of others, thereby 

strengthening themselves and the society. 

Objective 

To create generations of charismatic women who will present to the world an example of 

uniqueness through inventive missions outside their chosen professional or academic discipline. 

Activity Report  

Green Girl Sanitary Napkin Making Workshop 

The incubation cell which was initiated in the academic year of 2019-20 had a bourgeoning start 

with the very distinctive and ambitious project “Green Girl”. The idea is to make the learners 

aware of the urgent need of protecting the environment and for this the departments have 

envisaged a characteristically woman-centred incubation activity. Our students and faculty are 

highly aware of the risks posed by the dumping of plastic waste on the environment. Choosing to 

use organic, biodegradable sanitary napkins would reduce this burden on the earth to a vast 

extent. Keeping this in view, we initiated an “organic sanitary napkin” training program for the 

faculty and students. The project had a motivated start and the students took active part in the 

drive. All the napkins made were put on sale and were brought by the students and faculty.  



 

Training on Content Writing 

The students of the departments of English and Functional English of Little Flower College 

exhibit exceptional flair in the use and expression of languages both English and Malayalam. In 

this highly competitive world, language skills play a crucial role in the career development of the 

students. Content writing, in the current world, is a highly evolved and promising field of 

employment demanding writing skills. The departments evolved a plan to chisel the linguistic 

and creative aura of our learners through professional training in content writing. All our 



students are given training in the field and are also exposed to the various career opportunities in 

the field. 

 

An International Workshop on Creative Poetry Writing was organised by the departments to 

enrich the students towards aesthetic improvisation of poetry creation. A productive enterprise of 

a Compilation of Poems on Empowered Women was published by the Students of the 

Departments of English and Functional English. The enriching web of poetic narration revealing 

the white and grey shades of women empowerment express the potential of future poets of our 

Institution.  

 


